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Forum Plans
Affairs
Test
Student Cross Section
To Be Quizzed
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Public Affairs Forum, in co-opera
tion with the Pacific Weekly, is spon
soring a questionnaire to determine
the state of campus information on
national and international events
litis questionnaire, following the
lead of "Time," the weekly news
magazine, will seek to determine the
average student's factual knowledge
on the present world situation.
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Controlling Ball is Big
Factor in Outcome

Petition Circulated on Behalf of Band Fails to Produce Results;
Difficulty Caused by Textile Strikes in East.

ON TO TROy

Rally Head
Chosen By
Sandine

Little Theatre
To Produce
'Excursion'

Stagg and Knoles

To Begin

To Address

After October 1

Alumni Council

To New High

Tjs

55

Candid camera shooters will soon
have a chance to see their efforts 'in
print, if they place first in one of the
several contests which the Pacific
Weekly will sponsor during the year.
George Blaufuss, business man
ager of the paper,, announces that in
addition to publishing the winning
picture, passes to the Sierra Theatre
will be given.
The contest will be run continu
ously. That is, pictures will be taken
at any time, and when twenty or
twenty-five individuals have submit
ted proofs, one picture will be judged
best in that group and printed.
Subjects will be limited to scenes,
personalities, or objects connected
with the College of the Pacific. AH
snapshots must be recent—taken aft
er the opening of this fall semester.
Judges are Clarence Compton and
Richard Riddell.
Photos will be
judged by their "candid-ness," clear
ness, choice of subject, and general
appearance.
Any amateur camera fan may en
ter. There is no limit as to the
number of pictures that may be sub
mitted by one person. Any type of
camera may be used, and the size of
the print is not considered in the
judging.

Pacific Football Special Leaves
Tonight - - Minus Band

Enrollment Jump*

I i eertainh'
l
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Science Department
Also Enlarged

Contest I

Coach Stagg
Depends
on Scrap

L. A. Alumni

ERATED

"'ifinh
1 oif8'

Never was the old adage of the
plans of mice and men better illus
trated than by the absence of pants
for Pacific's marching band. Pop
Gordon, leader of our band, tells
this sad tale to the Weekly reporter.
During June Mr. Gordon placed
an order for new uniforms with the
company in San Francisco. He gave
them all the measurements so that
the band would be properly equipped
for the first
game of the football
season. The company had a small
quantity of the material required,
but not enough to fill the complete
order. They sent to the factory for
more material.
Unfortunately, by that time the
labor situation became crucial, and
production of the ordered goods was
delayed by a strike. So—no mate
rial—no pants.

Candid Camera

Stud io Broadcast
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Id.

Pants

Remodeling
Improves
Heating

LLKLY

Try Your Luck In
The Camera
Or Seal Contests

When work now under way is
By BILL BECKER
completed, Pacific will be furnished
Four-fifths of a ten spot for a joy ride on the big, featured C. O. P. "Football Special"—12 to
Football coaches are a pessimistic
not only with a more adequate sci
lot.
At
least,
for
publicity
purposes,
la thin dimes for a good (?) night's rest-a student body card for the grid thrill of the year-and
ence department, but also with a
they are.
better and more economical heating
plenty
of that college spirit-is what it takes to embark for L. A. Friday night, Sept. 24, at 10 -30 via
Amos Alonzo Stagg, doyen of
system, according to Dr. Arthur T.
them
all,
is
no
exception;
in
fact,
the Southern Pacific Railroad from Stockton. The train will leave right after the Frosh game
Bawden of the chemistry depart
"The Old Man" is perhaps the origment.
The Varsity, coaches, etc., left Stockton last night Sept. 23.
Because of demand for sufficient
space for the increased enrollment
NO BAND!
of students, practically every room
BOTH SCHOOLS
L
E
A
D
S
B
E
N
G
A
L
S
As the new Band uniforms have
of those devoted to science has been
not arrived due to strikes in the tex
The survey will be presented to a
fitted with more sinks and more
tile industries in the East, the band,
Now we hear that the . San Fran desks. Room 101, the old bacteriol
cross section of the various classes
composed of 50 members, will not be
of both Senior ond Junior Colleges. cisco company has sent the measure ogy lab, has been converted into a
able to go to the game. However, at
Co-operation of professors in the ments of our musical men to the laboratory for heat and light study;
the time of this writing, a petition
history and social science depart factory so that their pants can be 102 has been subdivided to make two
is being circulated for the purpose of
ments especially will be sought in made immediately, without the delay rooms for physics classes and has
having the Band go to the game.
presenting the questionnaire to thei of a trip across the country. The been furnished with tables and cabi
manufacturer has promised to send nets ; 103 will be a well-equipped
classes.
"I would like to send this message
to all new students and freshmen,
As planned, the survey seeks not the pants to Stockton by airmail.
machine shop for the use of instruc
especially," said expressive Dick
Coach Amos
We can expect our band out on the tors and their assistants in the new
to determine student opinion on va
Patriquin, head of the Rally Com
Alonzo Stagg,
rious topics, but to test knowledge of field in full regalia for the San Jose technology courses. It will contain
mittee which planned the trip. "This
who tomorrow
actual events or situations by an ob game on October 1. Pop Gordon a metal lathe, power drill, power
game is of great importance as it is
opens his
jective test, possibly of a true-false says: "This is undoubtedly the best grinder, band saw, sander, joiner, arc
Committee Named For our first game, and as the baijd is not
forty-eighth
marching band we have ever had at welder, and a circular saw.
nature.
going, the team needs all the addi
Pacific."
season
of
Coming Year
TECHNOLOGY ROOM
From the results obtained, the
tional support possible."
The yell
football, when
Public Affairs Committee hopes to
•Room 105, the former electricity
leaders are going and should receive
he
throws
his
determine the needs of the campus
room next door, is to be the labora
Bob Wentz will succeed Dick the greatest possible cooperation
1937 Tiger
and to be better able to fill those
tory for the new technology courses
Patriquin in the office of Rally Com when the Bengals meet the Trojans.
varsity
into
needs.
and will be entirely equipped with
mittee chairman, Louis Sandine an
the arena with
ONE-FIFTY NEEDED
nounced Tuesday. The vacancy in
new furnishings.
Room 106, the
BY CLASSIFICATION ONLY
the Trojans
One hundred are needed for the
the important post occurred when
former heat lab, has been made over
of U. S. C.
The Pacific Weekly staff and the
special rates and 150 are needed for
Patriquin
announced
that
he
was
into three light-proof rooms and two
Stagg hopes
Public Affairs Committee join in re
the special train and only 50 students
leaving school.
dark rooms for the use of the new
that Bengal
questing that students co-operate
have signed up. Tickets are valid
photography class, and is in the
scrap
will
make
Bob
Wentz,
a
junior
student,
will
with their professors in the taking
for seven days, so it will not be nec
words of Dr. Bawden, "very well
up for the
take over the office immediately essary for students to return on the
of the questionnaire.
The tests
equipped for photography."
lack of
after the U. S. C. trip. His first special train Sunday. The special
themselves may be left unsigned,
Student Representatives
Both the general chemistry rooms
seasoning
project will be the rally for the San train will include chair cars, sleeping
though the classification (as fresh
have had their capacity increased by
Jose game.
prevalent on
man, sophomore, etc.) is desired for
Selling
Tickets
cars, a lunch car, an observation car,
the additions of more desks, new
the squad.
purposes of tabulation.
Executive Committee
and
a dance car. The music will be
NEW
COMMITTEE
plumbing, and from 16 to 20 more
Over two
suplied by those hot C. O. P. swing"The identity of the pirate sub
Opening its fourteenth season of'
The
present
committee,
appointed
lockers, and the former geology labo
Judges
Contest
hundred
sters.
marine in the Mediterranean is
by Dick Patriquin, will continue to
ratory is now fitted
out with the major productions, the Pacific Little
students are
known to be Italian," was one ques
"We are expecting 150 and more to
Theatre
announces
the
first
western
.
serve with the possible addition of
most up-to-date sacks and lockers to
expected to
P. S. A.'s seal contest sponsored
tion suggested.
The committee
sign up for the trip," said Patriquin.
a
few
others
of
the
new
chairman's
meet the needs of the second-year production of the recent New York!
make the trip
would like to find out whether you by the Pacific Student Association course in chemistry.
hit, "Excursion," as its first play of !
choosing. As at present constituted, "We want all C. O. P. and the
to the opening
could answer this and others cor for the purpose of creating a Seal DISPENSARY CHANGED
the T937-'38 season.
Mr. Arthur
the committee includes Trevor Grif- Stockton J. C. to go and the towns
game.
which will represent, without dis
rectly.
Farey, manager of the Little The
fths,
James Fisher, Patricia Mill- people are cordially invited to come
The dispensary, which in the near
tinction, both the College of the Pa
atre,
called
attention
to
the
new
joia
berry,
Laura Lou Childs, and Bev along."
—Courtesy
Stock
MODELED AFTER "TIME"
cific and the Stockton Junior Col future will be also-tiic stock-room,» price 6i leakon "tickets,""which *fjp?)h5
Financial, arrangements for the trip
erley McGhan. The new chairman
ton Record.
If any of you have tested your lege, will definitely close at 4:00 has been extensively enlarged by the
dollar less than in former years.
may be made at the business office.
is
permitted
by
the
constitution
to
addition of more shelves, thus en
selves on the "Time" questionnaire, p. m., Monday, September 27.
Containing five admissions, any tium-,
select as many new members as he Eric Woods is in L. A. now hand
you will understand the type of test
The announcement was made by abling the former stock-room to he her of which may he used for any'
chooses.
ling the Bengal publicity for the
turned
into
a
much-needed
chem
proposed. The main difference in Dick Eaton, Chairman of the Seal
performance, the ticket may be used
Tiger-Trojan classic, and it is up to
President
Sandine,
in
making
the
the local test will be that it will Committee appointed by the Pacific istry lecture room.
by any student. The three dollar
appointment, said "Bob has a lot of C. O. P. to fulfill that publicity!
Upstairs, micro-technique lab in
concern itself only with the one field Student Association Executive Com
tickets include complete reservation
enthusiasm for the job, so let's all
of public affairs.
mittee. Eaton also stated that the 211 also has received its quota of privileges of orchestra scats.
get behind him and give him the
new
lockers
and
shelves,
and
rooms
Next week the tabulated results awarding of the five
dollar prize
Students may buy tickets at the
support he needs to make a big suc
of this survey will be reported in would take place during the assembly 207 and 209 have been combined and Little Theatre office in the Conserva
cess of the undertaking."
fitted
with
new
desks
and
shelves
to
the Pacific Weekly. Then the edu of September 30.
tory, or they may contact members inal gloomy "Man Friday" of the
Dick Patriquin, the retiring chair
form the bacteriology lab. They will
cators will know whether seniors are
All members of the Association also house temporarily the remains of the Pacific Little Theatre who are grid teaching profession. While at
man, wished the newly appointed
really more conscious of world are eligible to submit designs, pro
selling them on the campus. Repre Chicago, where he coached for forty
luck, with, "Bob has a very difficult
events than
the
freshmen, or viding they conform with the re of the museum collection from San sentatives-are Evelyn Barnett, Rob years before coming to Pacific,
job ahead of him taking over at this
Jose.
whether the balance actually lies in quirements as outlined by the Seal
ert Eley, John Crabbe, Bobbin Gay Coach Stagg early discovered the
time, but he has the energy and
The
Geology
department
is
now
feasibility of "fearing Purdue," fer
the other direction.
Peck, and Nelda Ormiston.
Committee.
pluck to carry him through. I'm
moved to the third floor of the Ad
vently (and often not too fearfully,
"Excursion"
is
the
story
of
a
satisfied that he will do a splendid
1. The Seal is to represent the Pa ministration where construction is
it
might
be
added).
(Continued on Page Two)
group of people who go off on an
job if he is given the support he
cific Student Association in all activ now going on.
Activities in the Studio Broad
old river steamer to an island where
needs."
ities in which the Association may HEATING SYSTEMS
That is why when approached for
casting will not commence until after
they
hope
to
forget
all
their
past
participate.
a pre-game statement concerning the
Those interesting little brick sheds worries and live a life they have al
October 1. Dr. Knoles, however,
Pacific's Amos Alonzo Stagg and
2. It must be distinctively a Seal going up next the Ad building and ways dreamed of, away from the U. S. C. opener at Los Angeles to
will have his usual period on the air
President Tully C. Knoles will be
morrow,
Coach
Stagg
did
not
break
representing the Association and Weber Hall, and the equipment turmoil of modern civilization.
at 1:15 Friday afternoons. The Stu
the
main
speakers
at
the
Los
Angeles
into a victory peaen. That, and the
must not contin either wording or under foot by the side of the Chapel
dio is undergoing improvements and
fact that football is much too un C. O. P. Alumni Club 'dinner meet
design which in any way refers to represent the housing and prepara
alterations as it is moving into its
ing at Los Angeles on Friday, Sep
certain
a
game
to
permit
any
accu
the College of the Pacific or the tion of our new heating system. Be
seventh year of extensive broadcast.
rate crystal-gazing. Also and fur tember 24, the evening preceeding the
Stockton Junior College.
cause a central heating system is so
Starting soon after October 1 will
Pacific-Southern
California
football
thermore, U. S. C. is no jerk-water
3. The size of the design is not wasteful and oftentimes inadequate,
be a variety show using various tal
ball club, especially this season, game.
important as it may be enlarged or separate heating plants for each
ent about the campus that went un
Colored motion pictures of the
when Howard Jones really has some
building are now being constructed.
der the name "School's Out" last
With transfers from colleges as reduced in the engraving process.
thing, according to those "in the Pacific Campus taken this summer
year. It promises to be bigger and
far East as Pennsylvania and as far
4. It may be submitted in color, Thus if one building is cold, it will
know."
by Hilmuth Ulmer '33 will be shown.
Biannual meeting of the College of better than ever this year. All those
West as China, the upper division of pen and ink, or pencil, but must be not be necessary to heat the whole
Appointments to this year's Stu
Harold Cowger '17 will tell about
Well, what does the white-haired
College of the Pacific's enrollment in complete detail and in two colors, campus in order to raise the tempera dent Affairs Committee were made
football at the College of Pacific Pacific Alumni Council was held who think they have talent are urged
patriarch of the gridiron think of
ture in that one building.
has risen to 318, with a decided in black and orange.
Tuesday by Louis Sandine, presi
twenty years ago and William Geary Sunday, September 12, on the Col to inquire at the studio for an audi
the 1937 Bengals and their chances
crease in full-time students. Ap
dent
of
the
Pacific
Student
Associa
5. All designs must be in the hands
'33, "baby star" of Metro-Goldwyn- lege campus, with Earl Crandall, tion as new talent is ever welcome.
against mighty Troy?
The Campus Correspondent will con
proximately 30 per cent more stu of Dick Eaton by 4:00 p. m., Mon
tion.
This committee deals with
Mayer movie studio will sing. Some president, presiding.
dents are expected to register before day, September 27.
The members were determined to tinue this year; the new correspon
time during the meeting new officers
Knoles To Have Full varied problems which arise on the EXPECTS SHOWING
October 1, as a few special students
campus.
of the Los Angeles Chapter will be push the completion of the Barr dent, however, has not been named
Although the prize is a sufficient
"We have made good showings at elected.
are accepted every year for limited inducement to enter the contest even
Scholarship Loan Fund so that it as yet. Also on the program for
Members
chosen
were
Minnie
Week With Rotary
courses.
this year is a series of debates on
the Coliseum in our previous two
Sawyer,
Alice
Hall,
Virginia
Sack,
in the closing days, the honor of de
Robert Burns, C. O. P. Alumni might be ready this year.
Seven hundred eighty-eight men
Mona Belle Hench, George Bralye, appearances there," spake the men secretary; Louis Sandine, president
Meetings will be held to organize subjects of local interest. College
signing the official seal of the As
His duties as governor of the Ro Dick Loomis, Hubert White, Ben tor, "and I am expecting this year's
debaters will he used.
and women enrolled as regular stu sociation is an added incentive.
of the Pacific Student Association; three or four more district clubs, in
tary Club of this district have filled Alexander, and Duane Sewell.
team to do the same. A lot de
dents in the junior college, with 199
The studio is located in the Con
and Ed Yelland, yell leader for the cluding the formation of two Alumni
The present contest is, according Dr. Tully C. Knoles' engagement cal
special students, making a total of
The first
meeting was held pends upon how well some of the P. S. A., will be present at the dinner. groups in Stockton—one for men servatory lobby. The studio serves
987 in the Stockton Junior College. to Eaton, the second step in creating endar for the rest of this week and Wednesday at 3:00 p. m. in Dean new men come through, and also
the dual purpose of broadcasting and
and one for women.
According to Bob Burns, all Pacific
The combined student bodies of the insignias which represent both di the coming week.
recording.
James H. Corson's office. Ex-officio upon how much of the time we can
visions
of
the
College.
The
first
step
District
alumni
club
dinners
Tuesday, September 21, Dr. Knoles members are Dean Opal Berg, Louis control the ball."
students and their friends may feel
Senior and Junior College amount
It. is expected that every speech
being the sticker contest of last attended the Denuba and the Delano
free to attend the dinner, which will planned were for the East Bay
to 1305 students enrolled to date.
Sandine, and Dean Corson.
student will make a recording within
1 his last point, emphasized by
year
which
resulted
in
the
block
let
Alumni
on
Friday,
October
15,
pre
Rotary
club
meetings.
On
Wednes
be held at "Calwells" at 2200 West
A notable feature of this year's
"A. A." is significant. A team that Seventh Street, Los Angeles.
ceding the Pacific-California game; the next three weeks, the total
day noon he was with the Avenal
registration is that only two of last ter Tiger windshield sticker.
amounting to approximately two
can
keep
possession
of
the
ball
is
San Jose, San Francisco, and Chico
members.
He
will
speak
to
the
TurFinal
judging
of
the
contest
and
year's junior class transferred to
On Sunday afternoon, September
hundred and fifty records. Record
not likely to be scored on very often
Haggin
Memorial
chapters.
Dates
have
not
been
lock
chapter
on
Thursday.
other colleges, one to San Jose State the awarding of the five dollar prize
26, from 3:00 to 5:00 p. m. the same
ings can be made by anyone for the
and
is
more
than
likely
going
to
bag
named for the last three cities be
Dr. Konles will address the Los
and the other to California. Others will be handled by the Pacific Stu
a few points points itself, providing group is invited to an alumni tea at cause the .games with them are nominal charge of $1.50 for a ten
Angeles
Alumni
Association
Friday
Gallery
Exhibits
Posters
dent
Association
Executive
Commit
failed to return for various reasons
minute record.
t h e h o m e o f D r . a n d M r s . W i l l i a m J.
the attack is adequate.
played in Stockton, barring the pos
but an unusual number returned to tee under the supervision of Louis evening, September 24, during the
Miller on 691 Loring Avenue, West
In the broadcasting and recording
sibility of a pre-game affair.
dinner which will precede the Uni
Sandine, Association president.
graduate.
Increasing popularity of the cur SPIRIT COUNTS
Los Angeles.
class upper division students can take
versity
of
California
vs.
the
College
Homecoming will be October 30, a total of 6 units during the year (3
Six states and forty California
rent shows of posters and water
Graduates from 1870 to 1912 will
of the Pacific football game.
A lot depends on the spirit of the
this year.
Activities already ar a semester). Constantly improving
counties are being represented this
colors at the Haggin Memorial Gal
be
the
honored
guests
at
this
affair.
"Europe Today" is the president's leries in Victory Park, on Pershing team, and on this score Coach
ranged are the football game with results leads us to look for a wide
year, the states being Nevada, Iowa, New S. C. A. Sec'y
topic for the September 27 meeting Avenue, necessitates their continu Stagg's mind is at ease. He believes Eloise Brethouwer '32 is in charge St. Mary's College in the afternoon,
Idaho, Washington, Arizona and
and varied out-put.
of the Central California Social ance throughout the rest of the that team morale has never been of arrangements for the tea. Mrs. dinner off the campus, and a Pacific
Oregon. The Territory of Hawaii Praises Pacific
Wallace Craig '20 is president of the Little Theatre play that evening.
Science
Association
to
be
held
in
higher
at
Pacific
and
that
victorious
month. Important among the post
also sends several students.
Stockton. The following day he will ers are two dealing with travel in or otherwise, the Bengal line will Los Angeles Club and was active in
A project suggested for alumni
give plenty of scrap to the Trojan planning both affairs.
Miss Joyce Dunkerly, College of speak at the Central Methodist's Spain.
groups was the purchasing of pen S. C. A. Cabinet Holds
forwards. "A. A." hopes that tile
the Pacific's new executive secretary Men's Gub.
nants to be presented to stores in
defense will be good enough to slow
Colliver Leads Service of the Student Christian Association, Dr. Knoles will again speak of the
the towns for use in window displays Weekend Rally
down the fleet Southern Cal. running
when interviewed, said she appreci present situation in Europe when he
during game weeks, or at any time.
Active Golf Year
attack, is openly skeptical of Pacific's Geology Department
Cabinet members of the Student
At Chapel
ated the opportunity of being able to addresses the Lake Merritt Break
ability to cope with the U. S. C.
Christian Association held a retreat
work in a school as beautiful and as fast Club of Oakland on Thursday
Anticipated
morning, September 30.
passing, saying "our halfbacks will Increases Credit
last Saturday and Sunday at the
"Mountains" was the theme for the highly respected as "C. O. P."
Lunch-Bringers Group Morris cabin located at Twain Harte.
have to be much more alert than
Miss Dunkerly graduated from
Chapel service held last Tuesday un
Bill Easton, the National Y. M. C.
Under the supervision of Bob they have been so far, if we are
Under Dr. A. Waldo, the geology
der the direction of Dr. George Col Stanford University in June, 1936.
A. Executive Field Secretary from
Wright, registrar of the Stockton to keep the Trojans from completing department is now an eight unit lab To Organize
liver. Marjory Nickols, Betty Rae A year before her graduation she Men s Dorm Elects
Los Angeles, was present for the
oratory course. Students have a
Junior College, lower division stu passes."
Stone, and Jean Smith presented held the next to the highest posi
dents hope to have an active year in
"All students residing in the town, Saturday evening portion of the re
So it sums up to this, folks: choice of lab. on Tuesday, Wednes
readings.
Margaret George sang tion an undergraduate can hold in Russell President
golf.
who customarily bring their lunch, treat.
Coach Stagg does not know any day, or Thursday.
,"The Hills of Home" and "How the "Y." She served as chairman of
Several golfers among the incom more than you and I just what the
There will be three field trips the are cordially invited to eat the lunch
Those who attended were Joyce
the Asilomar Conference in 1935.
Beautiful Upon the Mountains."
Election of officers for the Men's ing freshmen will add to the total outcome of the game will be. Only
first semester, the first being Octo in the S. C. A. Rooms on the second Dunkerley, Alice Michelson, Edith
"The Spirit of College" will be the
Last year Miss Dunkerly worked Dorm Club was the only business already in school. With Ed Monthe heavens know that. But being ber 9, when the group will travel to floor of Anderson Hall," according Kidder, Laura Lou Childs, Beth
theme of the Chapel program next as service representative for the taken up at the first meeting of the
aghan at the head ,the team will closest to the situation, the Old Telegraph City and Hodson. The to Alice Michelson. Tea will he
week. This service will be under Pacific Telephone Company, while all year on Tuesday, September 14.
Dodds, Mary Lomprey, Mary Galton,
consist of Richard Dick, Jack Bickle, Man's opinion packs more weight— second trip will be November 6, at served every noon under the direc
the direction of the S. C. A. Chapel of her spare time was spent in Y. W.
Marjorie Nichols, Dr. Harold Stan
Bill Russell was elected president; Rod Huckagy, and Lewis Morse. and he thinks that we're going to which time the group will go to Cor
tion of the Room Committee of ley Jacoby, Carl Hansen, Irvin
Committee. Special music will be C. A. work. This is the first Student Bob McCarthy, vice-president; and Anyone who would like to partici
make a spirited showing, with only ral Hollow. The third is scheduled which Miss Michelson is chairman.
provided, but there will be no Christian Association work that she Clyde Dodge, a freshman, was named pate in this sport may do so by see
Grubbs, Robert Burns, Norman Noteinexperience and lack of practice for December 4, when the Calaveras This service is maintained by the
speaker.
has done professionally.
ware, Dick Eaton, Rudy Rivera,
secretary-treasurer.
ing Mr. Wright.
looming as possible stumbling blocks. River country will be studied.
S. C. A. and is free to all students. Irwin Farley, and Bob Bovey.

In Both Schools
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PACIFI

Do Your Part!
Fill Out a Forum
Quiz Next Week

Sandine Appoints

Plans For

Affairs Group

Pre-game Dinners

PACIFIC WEEKLY

EDITORIAL PAGE
I J\j* *-

MARGARET LEFEVER, Desk Editor

DePUV, Exchange Editor
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A GREAT BIG WET BLANKET . .

KNOLES'
HAMBL1NG
By

„„„ Pacific's hoped-for favorable impression while
was thrown over 1 ac.hc s
I
^
at Southern .Califorma this week by the
coverings for the band to appear with the rest of the new

R 1:RR -

before unwelcome news camt tha
south unescorted by an official musical delegation.
Purtia,,, UK. most unnerved of all Bengals w,

Er,

•J**

A ,hufr!d seating"Arrangements
111
found their seating
. sake ot
the
'of acquaint-

££rA

two languages we ^ ^ ^

from Chile spoke in

M

spe^ker

Spanish.
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Erie is right ,n

By

BOBBIN GAY

-evidently the orBackstage f^^Ekyl'ast
PTIpv L. week
chids tossed to Bob E
hear that
were not misplaced ^for ^ ^ openBob is playing
This time

Flash! Valley Port! 1937!
Eight score and one year ago
our four-pappy8 brung forth
upon tliis continent a new nashun! Also some years ago
our Pacific pappvs soake.l
feeble bit of wood pulp with
some meaningful heiroglyph.es
which was, is and are to be
known as the Pacific Weekly.
Jn tribute to this ontonous
nooze Harmonica
we cast
these breads upon the C- of
g A.—for better of for—
(yeh, you're right).

„ *1 phone connected with »
"ALL 'ALE"
fier with a switchboard to be use
Oh organ of news so acute, so
for the language given in interP
ration. To illustrate, the speak
astute.
JB
the band won't be able to go through its paces, I acfic can
would deliver his address m French in? S„WJnE0™Xh'of the good
How mighty—yea FAYEc ;r.r. hnth on the playing field and in the stands.
mous art thou!
Seated immediately in
(in S S Happiness, and althougl.
and to the right was an interprets s P
,.„i vet been completed,
Yet docks of all paradox,
irho spoke into the telephone re
Weekly thou art
«x™ea.<° !?•
who make the trip to L. A. can leave their mark by
ceiver in English. All of thoseJ-» one
And fight
ne'er befit thy
Every part is a swell chance
desired to listen to the English for someone to show what he can
lots of the old raaamataaz. Wear your rooler s caps, and yell a
good name,
translation would set the indicatorat
and several new students will
the time. Spectator, like underdogs-let them know you belong
the required point, put on the head
For, news de Pacific art thou
probably beetling their ^appor
phones and all other sounds were
,o the underdogs. 1, may be a small group that represents
old
e'en by name
tunity—of course, lots of the
eliminated and the voice of the
deck to
Yet orange with sunkist distheatre hands will be on
Pacific at the Coliseum, but it can be a great big noise
translator came through perfectly.
dames!
-J
So well regulated was the mechanism launch the first play, too.
Not
every
Tom,
Ben
and
*
*
*
that it was not necessary for the
Gregory, my deahs
Say from all appearances that act
translator to speak beyond a very
Can Edit such weekly good
low tone, inaudible even to those who ing class of Marc's shows lots of
flames!
promising talent. New students in
sat near him.
the
drama
department
are
always
(To
be
continued)
at Pacific's new co-operative, and it's on in a big way. Latest
So masterfully Wal-cott to
welcome and if you are at all mtergether—yeh man
addition to the project, which is making college a reality to many
ested in working here in the theatre
Heredity, Jeans and the
just
come
and
talk
to
DeMarcus
who might otherwise have difficulty meeting increased costs s
spark—yes Le-Fever
Brown. Even if he doesn't use you
big Phil Martinovich. It is said that if the co-op can handle
Counteracts
all De Puy and
on the main stage, don't forget that
Blah-fuss!
the
Studio
Theatre
plays
an
impor
Mike's appetite, it can handle any one.
So, Hail to the Weekly, all
tant part in the drama setup around
This week's credit line goes to Karl Hanson, not the originator
hail—
Editor the Weekly:
Pacific. By the way, after two hours
S'no use to be Meryl-ly a
of
teeth
pulling
and
hair
tearing
the
of the idea by any means, but the one Pacificite with the imagina
There is one part of the new
Reign
columns which I for one entirely Directing class decided on the plays
tion, promoting ability, and interest, to organize the group in
But also a Rippey good sheet
dislike. Your columnists evidently that they are going to present this
we must have
The list will probably be
feel that they must violate all pos year.
Stockton.
,
Al-1 Hark-in ye Tiger Weekchanged a couple of times, but the
sible
rules
of
English
grammar
at
School officials have co-operated nicely with the project by
lin*.
opening Studio Theatre Play on Oc
least two or three times.
aiding in housing and equipment difficulties. Victim of by no life, as we have it at Pacific.
—
After all, Mr. Editor, those writ tober 18, 19 and 21 is down for cer
ers are in college now, presumably tain. "The Tents of the Arabs" is
means voluntary increases in board and room expenses, the ad
in possession of an ordinary high the show and Mona Belle Hench the
ministration has lauded the idea as the means for many students
school education.
Their diplonw. student director who is willing to
from high school doesn't give them take the first plunge. Other shows
to stay in school.
'columnist's license" or any other on the list are Lower Depths, The
Germ of the idea came to Hanson at Asilomar, although he hac
license allowing them to murder the Affair of Anatole, The Phantom
King's English in the present de The Importance of Being Earnest
from time to time read of such attempts at other schools. Work
By
and we can't forget Hubie White's
plorable manner.
ROBERT E. BROADDUS
ing on the idea throughout last year, Hanson put it into effect lor
original that will probably be a ter
What's the matter with them, any
THINGS TO BE WHISPERED
rifying horror tale that will lay them
NOTES IN PHILOSOPHY
the first time this fall and already has a waiting list lined up tor
way? Do they think that mis-using
in the aisles. Then the class this
Darby falls again. This time it
CLASS
I
read
that
new
column,
"The
Key
and
abusing
the
English
language
the benefits his brain child can offer. If a large enough group
Please pity all the poor
wasn't for Babe—it was with her.
hole," aloud just to annoy my room in the present manner demonstrates year is working on a new idea—the
becomes interested in the co-op, it may be possible for expenses The swing collapsed at-Alpha lheta
Amoeba,
mates. But I must say that it s some either their own intelligence or adds presenting of children's plays for
Saturday Matinees and one night
That
sightless,
earless little
column—the
authors
are
what
you
to
the
glory
of
the
College?
Tau,
and
the
kids
suffered
a
severe
to be cut to the extremely low costs other schools have been able
performance. Three have been cho
might call a second Abraham Lin (Signed)
creature,
let-down.
to reach. Texas A. and M., for instance, has a co-op working on
sen—The Christmas Carol, Heidi,
coln or Lincolns. You know—for
Had he a wife as fair as
ALL FOR A GOOD WEEKLY.
Gals, take cover! Buzz Fisher is
and The Steadfast Princess. It
the peep-hole, by the peep-hole, and
ten dollars a month, room and board, for the individual.
Sheba
sounds
like
lots
of
fun
for
all
con
through the peep-hole.
He could but touch each
Main idea behind the co-operative movement, of course, is the on the look-out for something young
cerned.
W O R L D
and beautiful to keep his mind off
Tonight's the night! That Los
lovely feature!
sharing of everything by its members. Expenses are cut to a
*
*
Angeles-bound
Pacific
special
leaves
And with no feet to put his
Pomona.
minimum by apportionment of dish-washing, lawn-cutting, wash
By RALPH DE PUY
And here's a bit of news that
for the great city. A warning to all
shoes on,
Howie Hansbrow while on Sta
might be of interest to those stu
—Edgar has reporters stationed in
ing, etc., to each member of the group. Of course it means that
He needs must find a spot to
Troy,
Athens,
Greece,
Italy,
Rus
dents who were around here last
every one must live up to his share of the work, but thus far dium Drive the other night was sia, China, Spain, Pacific, U. S. C — every nook and corner of that train,
ooze on;
yeal ', ^°, Van Fleet, last seasons
so don't be stingy. This year the
heard saying, "This Astronomy is
Hiking
ten
or
so
miles
at
about)
I guess this bug, if dropped in
all have done battle. Some have lost, train will be leaving on time. Last
Pacific's near-Utopia has had no one backing out.
c nle y p ayer, is now in San Fran'way over my head!"
water,
others have won. History does not year the train was five minutes late z, a. m., sleeping precariously here ? C0
and there, being awakened via the ™? working at the Golden Bough
Would quite appreciate J
lie,
for
if
it
did
we
most
likely
Bessie's blind-date las Saturday
eatl
e
in pulling out of the station; a cold water route, laying foundations
, . ' .
show is Winterset
blotter.
would not be playing S. C. this
an,
night turned out to be Clarence, and
P ayln& opposite her is none
week-end; in fact, we probably checkup revealed that some Frosh for lasting friendships, and still findnow "Love Is the Sweetest Thing wouldn't be here at all. Down on had stolen the engine. Tonight the ing time for serious discussions and otler tllan. Richard Mirski—yes, re
WORLD LIT REVELA
'ie played Armand in
What's the matter, Mu Zeta Rho, the Southern California campus all train will remain hidden until the making plans for the fall "Y" pro- pe.er
TIONS
this month, there's plenty of opportunity to make up the shortage. did you go Hi-Hat on Alpha 1heta the students are going about their
gram, were all part of last week Tl".6' ^ow they are Mariamne
exact leaving time, and then it will
end's Student Christian Association
' resPectively. Quite a surstudies and college life just as we
Foremost contest of the month is the Pacific Student Associa Tau Sunday?
Instead
of
apples in our class
are. Saturday, most students in each tear in and right out, so be prepared. retreat. For real fun—for a cure prise to a11 °f t!le theatre gang,
We bring our teacher sticks
tion's search for a seal representative of both the Stockton Junior
Truckin' is the newest dance craze,
*
*
*
school will be out watching twenty- To those of you that plan to use for the blues—for time spent conof chalk.
College and College of the Pacific. Outgrowth of the recent and if it has anything to do with two men tear at each other to see your face for a ticket may we warn structively, this outing is advocated.
Speaking of last year, just what
And thus we earn our chat*4
separation of control in the two schools, the new seal must rep imitating a truck, Thursday night's who can get a little inflated ball you that there are six six-foot-four
has
Would you like to meet that blond
become of that one'time active
to pass,
resent one student body and yet keep the differentiation of the fracas showed that the art is wide across a line by slaying and literally conductors working on that train and sitting two rows in front of in organization—Pacific Players? It'
For
"Teach"
would rathe
miccc''
41
r
pulling each other to pieces. If this
Orientation or that tall
'
— red head whoHissed
by those of us who belong
two schools. The contest probably marks the end to most of the spread.
write than talk!
is the case, we have the advantage. can they punch tickets!
and
plays center on the frosh football|
several of the new students who
But not to put him on «*
pains, or should it be said, inconveniences, prompted by the separ SMARTY
By the time the train reaches team?
But let us not forget that the
have
heard of its activities in the
spot
Fresno
things
should
be
flowing
ation—for instance, the seal on this page is now n. g., obsolete,
word
Troy
stands
for
smartness,
Would you like to j
Just because Schnabel arrived
(At speaking he is 9m'
j
ump right ;nto past, have been inquiring as tn
nicely; the train will look like
g
l° 'tS
the midst of college activities?
|whereabouts.
definitely out.
is no reason why You should leave cleverness, and bravery.
adept)
1
Would youClike to" have' fun at| ™her®abouts- Come on all of you
Probably needing more imagination, although not quite as much town, Lovegren!
Well do we all remember the day swarm of glow worms careening
It's just he'd rather write tM1
a
c
Players
, let's get together and
that the Trojan horse invaded—what down the rails. To any person that the same time become actiely enartistic ability as the first contest, is the candid camera contest
s
The Rover Boys are minus a Mas was it, Athens or Greece? Standing
gaged in developing youself spirtually s^al"l er boomin' again
gets
a
good
night's
sleep
on
that
And finds
sans chalk htt
announced by the WEEKLY. Frankly, the idea behind the con cot, or didn't they know?
mentallv
anH
mnmii,,:>
tt
•
•
'
mentally, and morally? If so, join up
on the great wall that overlooked
train tonight, Edgar will reward said
quite inept
test is to get some real campus shots which can be used riot only
with the frosh club. It is designed
A wild time was had at "Bedelia's" the city was a smart philosopher, and
persons with a good sized check tor these purposes. You
he
said
to
us,
"Someday
the
Tro
in the annual, but also in WEEKLY pages. In other words it's Birthday Party. Oh, Hal!
can make it
jans will be outsmarted." We only (The check is apt to be returned just that. « is yours to take ader
the WEEKLY'S chance to get seme campus shots before they've
If "Coffee Dan" in the Dining Hall hope his futuristic looking comes
vantage of.
marked "insufficient fun.")
been worn to a frazzle by other publications. Naturally the would smile, he'd find that his cus true.
Both new and old staff members
Georg li
When you arrive in Los Angeles,
staff is going to wait until it has some really good shots before tomers would really enjoy that sec
of the Naranjado, -Pacific'sa yearbook
Of late on the Pacific campus, may we suggest the Biltmore as your
at the collei
yearDoc
handing out its good money—and it is good! The contest runs ond cup of coffee.
there has been quite a lot of talk stopover. A very nice place—you'll
°I "Ad Lib
Will attend a dinner in their honor
at
about freshmen, and sophomores, so
the Weekly,
for some time—you can get your shots from any place—football
Dunlap's a smart lad.
He's
Gould's
restaurant,
this
coming
Tues
we decided to find the meaning of find the rooms ve.ry nicely furnished,
vada, last Wedni
games, classrooms, halls, on campus, or what have you—so bring acing into the Freshmen territory sophomore. It seems that, after hunt hot and cold swinging bell hops, col
day evening, September 28.
of his 'round tlx
before the little gals are wise.
ing through all the ancient' and ored can openers, twelve foot tran
snaps in any time!
Purpose of the meeting is to put
Accompanying
A REAL LINE TO BUCK
modern dictionaries, and summariz soms, and moderate rates—twelve
Betty Bary!
We're surprised!
The V
I
° m°tl0n this ycar'* plans for the els is A1 Drcnn
ing all they had to say on the subject,
the line, manned almost entirely Publication.
Editor Ki„„
i
attended the Un
Don't you know how to spell PA we came out with this—"Sophomore" dollars and up all night.
6rmen' cSh0Uld bc the equal Of H Program pfanned
almost
orTh
" 3 at Berkeley last
College World got off to a whirl
CIFIC?
is a combination of two Greek words
Ask Patriquin about his Bar sophos, meaning wise, and moros, wind start last week under the au
meaning foolish; in other words a thorship of R. D. P. Ralph is just
bC"'' ntwc°'TOrs a„d
Exam.
Captain Williams should give "j '?8"'"'
have gone almost unnoticed in the rush of early-semester con
sophisticated moron. We wonder.
Doug C., perhaps you're the one
recovering from a mild case of hay Trojans the best end pla/ on h P°Se who ^aye worked on the /
fusion. Marc Brown's five productions this year are being offered we should worry about.
In rambling through some data fever (he took a straw vote), and in Pacific slope. Tackles McNeil and book before.
° yCa'
to the student body at lower rates than those offered to people
Our sympathy to Ed Denney, the on college life here and abroad, we my estimation his column will be in
s^ani
latest victim of the "double-cross." still find that nothing gives a girl
outside the immediate student body.
more natural charm than a grace great shape in a few weeks, wetherby
Why
don't
you
stay
away
from
the
Marc's productions have always gone over with tremendous
ful carriage. But a boy to have permitting.
PAC,FIC
gal dorm thing?
accord. For shows put on by students with relatively little ex
charm needs a sporty coupe.
Hey, Jane Abbot, who is Doug
perience Pacific's theatrical efforts usually have startling simi Darby ?
Now is the time for lesson two.
larity to professional work. And yet, as has ever been the case,
Many more coc's, Delphine, and
Student Forum Quiz
» .« and John
^
Santa Clause is the only man who
those in charge of ticket sales have to spend late hours devising you'll wake up some morning in a
ever pays any attention to silk
glass of chipped ice.
pa
ways and means to forcibly inveigle students to buy season tickets.
/anta'ge r°Thth; Babe^ ,
stockings when there's nothing Planned Soon
One of these days Rachel will stay
This year's goal for the Little Theatre is five hundred tickets. mad at you, and your romance will
in them.
b
;»dd,?;he
;sIfoIL^tes
s t
(Continued from Page One)
Along with the tickets, go rights to reserve them and all other totter—Teter.
That ninety percent of the water
WRITE 0VslEA xr HRTIS1K (
m — J r - . s : L- since
056
onager
Tonelli, Kuhn's subTst v
"'^'
that goes over Nigarara Falls
privileges accorded to those who buy their ducats down town. In
Orchids to Bobbin and Art. They
yCar
ta
over
the
regular
,
'
kcs
never comes back
DR. JACOBY TO HELP
7=~— spot th
spite of all that is being offered to the student body this year— can take it.
should do
the job well.
..thls fall and
do the
2. The president of the Rebublic of
rat/o'/^st^/ provide*! /' •S1"'°al
the cost of the ticket is only three dollars—only two hundred have
Back — -1
Is "The Duchess" out for the
Dr.
Jacoby
said,
"I'll
certainly
be
China doesn't hold his position
ats?s!ri„gbSm entio^d prob- h n U03
decided to buy, thus far.
count, Grossmith?
abfe
glad to help with the formation of
°
j 1*1/. a
t
for "Life'.'
rv ,
October 24, 1924.
As a project operated independent of the student body, Marc's
Once there were two Irishmen, the questionnaire. Personally, I feej
Pacificites, while in L. A., don't
in fhs* smart 6
now, look.
efforts should be supported to a far greater extent than early forget the game.
that we can test the factual knowl
\Vin<^
This stuff is not the least bit edge of the students quite accurately,
sales indicate will be the case. Pacific gains credit for each good NOTE 111
looking »hoa of bmon! I"/' S.eaSOn' There' may be
»»«er O.
humorous.
performance and good performances are furthered by interest
I'll be glad to give the test in some
- at
Grain, th* new.
When people stop talking—then
. ^Ufornia, undcr the
Editor's Note—You're perfectly of my classes, and I'm sure that
both in material effort jnd monetary support.
Act
nn
_
'vaauir
oi March 3, 1879
you should start worrying.
ungton game!
correct.
on October 2
table-tanned leath*fothers will co-operate."
f "ings can
happen
before then.
SUBSCRIPTION Price 5, R,
A YEAR.
* W

pression Southern California receives has a strong
future relation, between the two institutions.
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Beverlee Weaver Tells
Of Engagement
Formal Initiation
Phi Mu Alpha Has

<kly, all
yl-ly

a

>d sheet
Week-

Pledge Party,
Picnic

ES_

Phi Mu Alpha held its annual
pledge party Saturady afternoon,
September 18, at Louis Park, from
one until five.
Tire group of men
played football, baseball, and other
games. Refreshments were served in
the form of watermelon.
Approximately twenty-five attend
ed, including faculty members Bodley, Gordon, and Welton. Prospec
tive pledges who were not freshmen
were Vincent Peck, Milton Quaite,
Bob Ridd^Jl, and Frank Pursel. In
charge of arrangements were Eric
Alvord, invitations; Rod Randall, en
tertainment ; and A1 Liedstrand, re
freshments.
Succeeding Hubert White as pres
ident was Rod Randall. Eric Al
vord is the new secretary; Primo
Yob, the new treasurer.

\DDUS
SOPHY
e

poor

i-ss little
fair as
leh each
ire I
put his
a spot to
"opped in
cciate

Alpha Kappa Phi entertained its
Onega Phi Alpha , Alpha Kappa
members and their guests last Satur Phi, and Rho Lambda Phi will offi
day night with the first informal fra ciate at the annual Interfraternity
ternity dance of the Pacific Cam dance to be held October 2, in the
pus, as the first event of the exten college gymnasium, it was decided at
sive social season the Archites have an Interfraternity Council meeting
planned. The chief purpose of this held September IS. The dance will
party was the initiation of their be sport, and will be held from eight
radio with the new phonograph at o'clock to twelve.
tachments, which provided the music
The gym will be decorated in
for the dancers.
orange
and
black , throughout.
Although the hulls were void of Around the walls will be hung the
special decorations, the ancient, in emblems of the three houses. Ches
teresting history book, now valued at terfields will also be placed in the
$50 , the large, picturesque old hall for the evening. Patrons and
Archite bell before the fireplace, and patronesses for the affair will be
the dim lighting, all lent an air of Dean and Mrs. Corson, Dr. and Mrs.
enchantment to the rooms.
McCall, Dr. and Mrs. Patton, and
i he patrons and patronesses were Mr. Ferrin and guest.
Committees appointed to take
Dean and Mrs. Corson, Mr. arid Mrs.
Akers, and Mr. and Mrs. Carlile. charge of the event are Frank
Among the twenty-five Archites -who Woods, orchestra; Marion Akers,
attended this party were Bill Car decorations; Dick Patriquin, . pro
lile, president of the fraternity; Ma grams ; and Will Challis, refresh
rion Akers, vice-president; Phil Mar- ments. It is hoped that Bob Mctinovich, house manager; Dale Rose, Cormick's orchestra can be ob
secretary; Everett Akers, Bob Bart- tained to supply the music.
The charge for freshmen and new
lett, Dick Bentley, Roger Baer, Fred
Boyes, Harmon Ginn, Elton Morton, students is fifty cents per couple.
Ray McGlothen, Jack Herald, Leon Tickets will he sold at the door. No
Lovey, John MacMillan, Joe Olaeta, stags will be allowed at the dance.
Council officers elected at the meet
Leslie Rountree, Bill Scantleberry,
Joe Sigfried, Claire Tatton, Ralph ing were "Buffi' Sturrock, president,
Trembley, Alex Turkatte, and Hu and Bill Carlile, secretary.
bert White. Punch was served by
Francis Hellman.
The guests of these gentlemen
were Ivlisses Peggy Howard, Dor
othy Bartholomew, Adrienne Oral,
Junan Bronzich, Jean Morrall, Nor
ma Keeble, Gertrude Erz, Margue
rite Reimers, Kay Lund, Jean Oliver,
Barbara Harrison, Frances Aberle,
Frances F.mbry, Jean Argot, Elaine
Unofficial representatives of each
Pagel, Barbara Nawman, Janet Cole, sorority on the campus are leaving
Maxine Doughst, Erma Akers, from tonight on the special train to wit
the campus, and several local girls.
ness the U. S. C.-Pacific game.

. . . The students of Pacific were
greatly stunned by the news of the
passing on of Mae Bishop during
this past summer. . , . Many Pacific
studes spent both their time and
their money last week-end at the
annual Lodi Grape Festival and
Carnival. . . . The appearance of
many students, who are not with us
this term, on the campus recently
proves the strong feeling of loyalty
they have for Pacific. Among the
many visitors were Jim Schnabel,
Lowell Rutherford, Clarence Gra
ham, Kenny Glazier, Gretta Gale,
Dotty Woods, Bob Lyman, Roy Phil
ips, Charles Parsons, Owen Wilkenson, Barbara Curts, Bob and Rutliie
Blanchard, Gordy Johnson, Bill
Curts, Tommy George, Jane Carter,
Norm Hoffman, Bruce MacDonald,
and Raymonde Manual. . . . Glad
to see Chappie back at school fol
lowing a short illness. . . . ON
TO U. S. C. !!!!... . Miss
Maryly Lyons was hostess to about
fifty friends last Saturday night at
a party given in honor of the tenth
birthday of "Bedelia." Miss "Bedelia" is the loving daughter of Messrs.
Richard Patriquin and Forrest Dar
by. She was the proud recipient of
many gifts. . . . Delphine Ferrigario
was given a surprise house warming
last Saturday night \by a number of
her friends. . . . TODAY'S ETI
QUETTE LESSON . . . . Never
use gum to hold peas on a knife—it
isn't sanitary!!!!!

1'>J71
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During the past summer, Miss
Beverlee Weaver, daughter of Mrs.
Hunter L. Gregory, formally an
nounced her betrothal to Mr. Keith
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Theo
Thomas.
Miss Weaver has since then been
the guest at many lovely affairs in
her honor. Mrs. Carroll G. Grunsky will entertain at a large formal

Rho Lambda Phi
Distributes
Watermelons To All
Rho Lambda Phi held its annual
watermelon feed last Wednesday
evening. The affair, open to all men
students, lacked none of its custom
ary zest and a good time was had
by all who attended.
Later in the evening, melons were
distributed at Sorority Circle, the
president's home and other campus
living quarters.

WINDOW SHOPPING
With Peg
Now that we are back on the cam
pus the main thought in our minds,
next to studies of course, is new fall
clothes. What to wear to class when
wanting to make a hit with that cer
tain male, and the right dress to
make the desired impression when he
asks you on the most important date
in your life—so far—is the question.
* * *
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Inter fraternity
Council Plans
Dance

Held At Epsilon,
Alpha Theta Tau

Girls from Mu Zeta Rho who are
attending are Faye Lovegren, Phyllis
Liebman, Jean Westrum, Frances
Hallmark, Beverly McGhan, Alinde
Dohrman, Frances Aberle, Frances
Robinson, Raymonde Manuel, and
Betty Booth.
From Alpha Theta Tau will go
Maryly Lyons, Mildred Saugsted,
June Lane, Rachel Forbes, Jerry
Crane, Barbara Owen, Bessie Fraser,
Harrie Wooley, Pat Millberry, Del
phine Ferroggiaro, and Carla Ortman.
Epsilon's delegation will consist of
Helen Baer, Carolyn Rector, Madge
Hepburn, Jane Stuart, Jane Jordan,
Kay King, Marguerite Etzel, Pat
Seavers, Jean Morgan, and Dicky
Jacobs.
From Tau Kappa will go Alice
Hall, Helen Hall, and Patty Mason.

tea October 6, from three to six
o'clock, at the home of the hostess.
The wedding will take place at the
bride's home October 23.
Miss Weaver formerly attended
Pacific and was in Alpha Theta Tau
Two sororities 011 the campus held
sorority while there.
formal initiations last Thursday
Mr. Keith Thomas is a Pacific evening.
graduate, a member of Alpha Kappa
Epsilon Lambda Sigma preceded
Phi and the Amblers' club.
the initiation with a formal dinner.Marjorie Nichols, vice-president, was
in charge of the affair. Committees
appointed to assist her were Kay
King, table decorations; Jean Miller
and Pat Seavers, setting tables; Lora
Lou Childs, Jane Jordan, and Mar
guerite Etzel, refreshments; Mar
jorie Nichols and Helen Baer, clean
up ; and Helen Arbogast, program.
At a lovely ceremony in the
Those initiated were Jean Morall,
Methodist church of Orangevale, Jean Morgan, Lorraine Robinson,
Andrew Shook and Lorene Fox were Jeanne DuBrutz, Alice Tilton, Doris
married Saturday, August 28. The Sherwood, and Hazel Boucher. Af
bride was gowned in a lovely dress ter the initiation, a meeting and a
of white lace. Her veil fell from a program were held.
coronet,, and she carried gardenias
Alpha Theta Tau also honored its
and white bouvardia. Marvin Keis- incoming members with a formal
lar, formerly of Pacific, performed dinner. Miss June Lane was in
the ceremony uniting the couple.
To discuss student affairs for the
charge of the arrangements. The
The bride was attended by Doris
year, the executive committee held a
four
initiated
were
Artelle
Baxter,
Osborne of Orangeville, and Jean
breakfast meeting last Sunday at
Taylor, a Pacific graduate, was best Jean Goodwin, Maryly Lyons, and
Tau
Kappa Kappa from nine to
man. "Oh Promise Me" was sung Barbara Owen.
eleven.
Dean Berg was guest of
before the ceremony by Ed Lyons.
Miss Ann Blundell presided over
After a reception held at the home the ceremonies, assisted by Miss honor.
of the bride's parents, the newlyweds Verna Dunstan.
Among the others present were
left on a short wedding trip in Lake
Louis Sandine, Professor Orton, Mr.
County.
Ritter, Roy Cencirculo, Jane KingThe bride is a junior student at
don, Vincent Peck, Ann Blundell,
Pacific and a member of the A CaBobbin Gay Peck, and Ed Yelland.
pella Choir. The groom is taking
After the breakfast, a business
graduate work at Pacific to obtain
meeting was conducted.
his secondary credential. He is also
a member of the A Capella choir, of
the Pacific Players, and of Theta
Alpha Phi.
In honor of Georg Meyers and
They intend to reside in Stockton A1 Drennan who left recently on a
where they will finish their work at trip around the world, Miss Marga
Pacific.
ret Lefever was hostess at a dinner
Miss Pierce and Miss Hill were

Pacific Students
Married In
August

Ex. Committee
Has Breakfast

has a gored skirt instead of the
swing type. • This suit comes in col
ors that are guaranteed to suit every
girl's coloring on the campus and
has the trickiest sleeve angle we have
ever seen.
While still on the subject of suits,
there is one that will make every
co-ed's mouth water. It is threepiece, designed by Schiaparelli. Con
sisting of an oporto (new fall shade,
somewhat on the wine hue) skirt,
seven-eighths length coat, and tweed
jacket combining oporto and natural
threads. The jacket is dressmaker
Miss Jean Allin, a former College
style and the entire suit has enough
of
Pacific student, left New York
style in a minute to make it permis
September 8, to sail for England,
sible for any date.
*
*
*
where she will spend a year studying
Skirts and sweaters this year are at Oxford University. She will re
the grandest combinations ever. side with Miss Helen Fitz-Randolph,
Plaids are tops in both jackets and president of the English Speaking
skirts, but please don't combine them Union, while she is there. Miss
unless they are the same. Skirts Allin has spent the last year traveling
are very full, either pleated or gored in South America.
and just as popular in plain colors
or the new clan plaids. Jackets are
buttoned high and usually have belts,
but some are shown with the sport
backs. These also may be plain or
plaid, offering you a great chance for
originality in your combinations.
Sweaters are beautiful cashmeres
and are being dyed to match the
skirts or to form luscious contrasts.
A great many twin combinations are
being shown again after our rest
from them last year.
DEANNA DURBIN
Some of the fall color combina
in
tions suggested are green and bur
gundy, brown and camel, and many
100 MEN ANO A GIRL
others.
Royal rose, oporto, and
Glen-Gary green seem to be the three
with
newest shades, and they are all very
ADOLPHE MENJOU
soft and flattering.

The old standby knit suits are bet
ter than ever this fall and darling
enough to knock anyone off his feet.
Vogue shows Bradley knits and we
are lucky having one of our local
stores carrying the exclusives in this
line. One of the best looking suits
we have seen in a long, long time is
made in Bradley's cashmere knit.
Oh, you lucky blonds that can wear
powder blue! This powder blue suit
is two-piece, featuring the new everso-popular semi-swing skirt, and a
long sleeved sweater with shirred
yoke. It has a suede bow at the
neckline with a matching belt in con
trasting navy blue. With navy shoes
and navy calot (Yes, they are all
the rage, and you must have at least
one to complete your fall wardrobe)
you have an inexpensive outfit that
will be good for almost any sport
occasion.
Another campus knock-about is
the velveteen and tweed combination
which is also very good this fall.
Here is where the dark haired las
sies get a break.
Another well
known Stockton store is featuring a
two-piece suit combining a wine velveteeen blouse in dressmaker style
with two stitched pockets, high of
course, the broad shouldered sleeve
affect, and a tweed swing skirt in
wine and natural. This same store
*
*
*
is showing a velveteen suit that
This fall is going to be a fight
makes you look like you have just
stepped out of a gay ninety snapshot. to the finish between velveteen and
It is also a dressmaker style, only it plaid and may the best one win.

Sororities To Be
Well Represented
On Special Train

Former Pacific Student
Studies at Oxford

Sierra Theatre
THE
HIT OF 1937

NEXT

WEEK

World Travelers
Honored At
Dinner

New Faculty Members
Are Fntertained

party Friday, September 10. The
duo left the next day for San Fran
cisco to purchase supplies for the
tour.
Those attending the dinner were
Louis Sandine, Edith Kidder, Dick
Eaton, Leon Lovey, Frances Embry,
A1 Drennan, Ed St. John, Georg
Meyers, and the hostess.

hostesses at an informal supperparty at the home of Miss Pierce,
Tuesday evening, September 21.
The dinner was given in order to
become better acquainted with the
new members of the faculty.
The guests were Dean Opal Berg,
Miss McCann, Miss Smith, and Miss
Spalteboltz.

FALL FASHIONS
A WINNING LINE UP !

Smart Dresses
Like the All American team . . . these are
the cream of football fashions! Chosen for
their stadium appeal . . . wear these clothes
as thousands cheer. They'll impress your
public . . . keep you warm . . . win you a
reputation for individual chic!
GLEN ROWS

$2.98

MIRRA LINES

4.98

JEAN NEDRAS
AUSTELLS

Bride-Elect

SOCIAL
CALENDAR
MONDAY, Sept. 27—
Orchestra Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00-9 :00
TUESDAY, Sept. 28—
Chorus Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 29—
S. C. A. Meeting
"Y" Rooms, 7:00
THURSDAY, Sept. 30—
Student Dance
FRIDAY, Oct. 1—
San Jose Game
Stadium, 8:00

Ortho Meta Para
Initiates New
Members

Helen McClory To
Wed October 23
Miss Helen McClory has set her
wedding day to Mr. Frank Cochella
for October 23, the same day as the
marriage of Miss Beverlee Weaver.
Miss McClory announced her en
gagement in the past summer.
Since then several charming par
ties and showers have been given in
her honor.

Epsilon Mothers
Plan Fashion
Show

Miss McClory also formerly at
tended Pacific and was a member of
Mu Zeta Rho sorority and Omega
Nu.
Mr. Cochella is a past president
of Gamma Eta Kappa Fraternity of
Stockton and is very active in their
affairs.

S. C. A. Committee
To Hold Meeting

Eleven Pacific students and two
professors were thoroughly intro
duced into the realm of atoms and
molecules last Wednesady evening
through the medium of the Ortho
Meta Para initiation.
Lead by Norman Noteware, High
Exalted Alchemist, the members of
the society led their victims, care
fully blindfolded, around the cam
pus and through a maze of pipes and
planks in the two-foot high base
ment of Weber Hall. Having suc
cessfully returned to the safety of
the physics lab the initiates were
subjected to the final forture of a
series of electric shocks. Their teeth
were then dyed green and their faces
painted red, yellow, blue and various
other shades.
The above proceedings were fol
lowed by a short formal initiation
and the serving of refreshments con
sisting of. ice cream and cookies.

Epsilon Mothers and Patronesses
club is planning a fashion show in
the near future. It will be called
"Modern Matrons" Fashion Matinee
and Tea," and it is to be held Satur
day afternoon, October 9. Clothes
will be furnished by the Sterling
store; music background and serving
will be done by the member of Epsi
lon sorority.

The scheduled business meeting
was postponed in order to give the
For Tea Social Slants
new members sufficient time to re
cover
from their harrowing experi
All women students interested in
social slants of campus teas are in ences before tomorrow's classes.
vited to attend a meeting at the
Those initiated were Dr. Clarence
S. C. A. Rooms Wednesday after
Larson,
Dr. Allen Waldo, Irene
noon, September 29, from four to
five. This will be under the direc Canton, Doris Wakefield, Ted Nor
tion of the S. C. A. Social Com ton, George Selig, Haworth Jonte,
mittee.
A1 Hokholt, Elwood Moffatt, John
Discussion of sorority teas will be
Blinn, Louis Heinrich, Roy Gurney
held. Kay King will lead the discus
and
William Villaruz.
sion 011 the receiving line. Jeanne

Mrs. J. W. Barnes, president of the
club, presided at a meeting last Mon
day afternoon to complete further
arrangements for the affair. Mrs.
Luther Sharp will act as general
chairman for the occasion.

DuBrutz will give advice on clothes,
and Mary Louise Coffin will assist
with the questions of how long to
stay and whom to speak to on leav
ing. Jane Jordan is chairman of the
Social Committee, assisted by Mar
guerite Etzel.

THINK
of a Name
AND

AT YOUR
SERVICE

W I N
$5.00
Meal Ticket
ABSOLUTELY

It is our desire to maintain
for the College of the
Pacific students and faculty
the finest collegiate supply
store in California.
Your patronage is your as
surance that this can and
will be done.

FREE
A $5.00 Meal Ticket for the
best and most appropriate
name submitted for the new
lunch room now open in
the old College Inn—1 block
North of Dr. Knoles' resi
dence on Pacific Avenue.

H U R R Y
Turn your entry in immed
iately!

Avoid the rush!

All names must be turned in
immediately to

$3.98
6.90

J. C. Penney Co.

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
" O n the Campus for Y o u "

MARGARET LEFEVER
at the Weekly Office
3rd Floor, Ad. Bldg.

FREE
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right off the top and landing 'way
for the kickoff Saturday in the Los Silva, Pacific's first
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By DANNY GASSBERG
string guard
ECID
Angeles Memorial Coliseum, eleven This husky grulder is one
to be set are, Don Haycock, Wardell
Pacific's 1937 varsity compares fa
down at the bottom of the column
phras'""
A scrappy, go-gettem gang of grid- I'iccardo, and Jack O'Neill. At the
Exact P
big Trojans will be heeding direc mainstays of this year's me and a
vorably with the other squads that
where you will find our size-up ol
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un
dcrs, representing the 1937 edition of guards Frosh-San Mateo spectators
vet
tions to watch one Albert George. likely early-season choice foi an A1
extended the Jones boys, and in one
tomorrow's clash.
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Frosh footballers, makes its bow be will probably find "Horse" Ivey and
A1 is the Bengal left halfback, which Conference berth. With six years of
respect
this year's club appears
win^r
i ;1t<>
Let it be said here and now that fore the local public on the greens Harris Fine alternating with Chris
Stagg language is rear back He play behind him, he will ^ave lalationsh'P Ubor I
stronger. That is in the important
ward of Baxter Stadium this even I'appas of Stockton, wdto may be
is a triple threat man on offense and cific next year a three-year letterman
the 1937 Tigers have everything
problems- 'matter of reserve strength. Coach
ing, tackling the highly-regarded San handicapped by an ankle injury. Fill
the most consistent tackier in the
seuleme" . ,
takes to make a winning ball club
Stag- is taking a comparatively
and
an
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in
a
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Mateo J. ,C. squadf in the first of a ing the center slot for the Bengal
backfield when the other side lias
that includes such Pacific greats as
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10 thf
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heavy six-game schedule.
del
athe hall. The little "black man
Babes will be "Red" Johnson.
Kjeldsen, Dodge, Johnson, et at.
are going are tough customers, all
FIGHT. Football is still 50 per cent
owns the original pair of "swivelComing through the two weeks of
The starting backfield will have
Playing the most unheralded position
capable of playing big-time ball.
old F-I-G-H-T, and that commodity elementary, pre-scason practice with shrewdness, speed and "moxic , the
hips" and uses them to great advan
?s$>«
on the squad, standing guard bilva
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just isn't any substitute for that lit CorsOnites all they can handle. The quarter-back will be little Earl Hedecific finds ten lettermen listed, with
Along with George and Cecluni, I
prep record at Stockton High in footand Women s D
mark of San Leaudro. Ready for all
I lie
the eleventh man, Guard Jack Hartie three-letter word "guts."
hall, baseball, and basketball. He Silva played for Stockton High for
Jayscees rate a slight edge in both emergencies that should arise, will.be
to participle
l,,»n
rell, rated as one of the most promis
was a winner of the Dr. Zeimer two years. He was selected on the
Students He..* "
Pacific's attack has not looked any experience and weight, and if the Doug Vireig and F.mil Sicfert at the
lo I" I
ing'linemen
to
hit
the
C.
O.
P.
cam
trophy for the greatest all around All-Conference team both years for
off the campus. - team*
too good in practice thus far, what Tigerlets can get over this first hump, half-back posts, with Dale Hubert
pus since Chris Kjeldsen cavorted
athlete in school and had a total of his dynamic line play. It was a
which looms as the toughest, pros playing "full" to complete the ar
portunities to
with the passers all seemingly afflict pects for a winning season will be
the t<®
for the Orange and Black. Whefi
eight varsity letters won in these happy day for Pacific when S.lva
rangement. Other backs who are
The sponsors •
ed with scatter-arm-itis. Therefore, it bright!
Coach Stagg calls off the starting
three sports. His frosh year was entered college and donned a fresh- |
it rivalry
sure to see action in tonight's curtain
hope that a s| '
roll tomorrow afternoon at 2,
Sparkplug of Pacific's attack is spent at Modesto J. C. where he was man uniform to show his stuff for
seems imperative that the I igers WICIOUS WISITORS"
raiser include Bert McElroy, I om
l i v i n g g r o u p s l<> *
a
big
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in
their
winning
of
the
boys
will
don
their
helmets
and
dash
AL
GEORGE,
runner
and
passer
the Orange and the Black.
Olaeta and Bud Levand.
start to become "fighting fools" right
San Mateo is bouncing back fresh
best speakers
out on the field to unhorse the Tro
de luxe, who starts his last season conference championship.
off the bat . . . AGAINST U. S. ( from a brilliant 20-8 victory over "AND IN THIS CORNER"—
IMMOVABLE
is to be the
jans Tom Rippey and Jerry Keithas
a
Bengal
tomorrow.,
SMALL,
BUT
OH,
MIGHTY!
Better get in the habit now, guys, San Francisco State last week, and
new students to ki
Doug is built close to the ground,
The Mateans have Bates and Huley, ends Firefly O'Hare and In
A1 had the traditional slow start
because San Jose, Cal., St. Marys
ill present a heavy, powerful and ber at the ends, B. White and Miliexpcrieii"
packing
190
pounds
of
solid
weight
speaking
Griibbs or Bill Avery, tackles; Doug
of small backfield men at Pacific.
and Fresno are going to take plenty experienced team Friday night on
...1,u
111 1
on a five-foot, ten-inch frame. His
nitch at the tackles, and Steirman at
schedule will
Silva
and
Harrell
at
guards
with
During
his
first
year
he
spent
im
of beating, too. Spirit is the thing the Baxter Stadium gridiron. The
specialty
is
submarining
through
and
left guard with Young taking care of
defeats
meaning
elm "•*'
either
Ed
Koehler
or
Em
Lloyd
at
patient quarters on the bench waiting
that is going to make or break this Mateans can put a line in play that the right side. Alder, besides being
DICK BENTLEY, the Glen- center.
tpam
Backs responding to the
team.
for his break while others played. messing up well-intentioned plays of
season for C. O. P., and we don t averages 185 pounds from end to captain of the squad, plays a bang-up
Then during the latter part of the the opposition. Moving him out of dale streak, is sure to see consid call will be Joe Siegfried, quarter;
think that there is going to be much jnd. Their backfield is shifty, vicious
ELIGIBILITY
game at center.
season his ability was uncovered and the way is practically an impossibil erable action at wingback against A1 George and Ben Alexander,
breaking, except when the Bengals and chock-full-o-veterans. Sparkplug
REQUIREMENTS
ity.
One
would
never
suspect
from
U. S. C.
In the backfield, Silva calls signals
since that time he has been the star
halves; and Phil Martinovich, full
F-I-G-H-T, and that commodity of the San Mateo attack is Vance
By BETTY RAE STONE
No one who has o
of C. O. P. in the backfield with his his low roaring voice and tough
buckle their opponents. Let's give Peters, who ran S. F. State into the at quarter-back. Mayne is the leftback.
in a collegiate dehatr
countenance that he was a quiet,
half
and
"Pounding"
Peters,
righttricky
open
field
running
and
his
'em the old fight 1
Reserves on deck will include
Hello Girls! There follows a list
ground.
to compete. This will
unassuming type off the field.
He
half. Fitzpatrick rounds out the
ends, Swagerty, Adamina and pos
On the other hand, Coach Jim Cor
of the W. A. A. Cabinet officers: passing.
gets
along
well
in
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studies
and
nament with equ-This young man has big ideas in
eleven,
at
full-back.
Nation's
Teams
sibly Hedges; tackle, Roily Camp
plans graduation in June with a
don, handicapped greatly by lack of
new students a> «•
Builders of Destiny—
Kick-off is slated for 8:15 P. •Jane Stuart, President; Barbara the field of baseball. He intends to
bell; guards, Greenblatt and Tulloch;
time, will oppose this band of huskies
Bachelor
of
Arts
degree.
inexperienced c o n t •
Bower, Secretary-Treasurer; Repre start where he can and work towards
M.
sharp!
with a clever, spunky bunch of boys
center, McWilliams Soper, TrembThe Three Stooges
teyns selected (»• m <
Gird foe Big
sentatives Betty Rae Stone, Epsilon; the big leagues, and if he has as
who may upset the visitors, if said
ley,
Rivera. Bonnifield,
Bentley,
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-TRIP
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No little of the credit for the quick visitors are not careful. Although
Lovella Hawley, Women's Dorm.;
the football, we have no fears for
ed by members of i
development of the Pacific squad s green and untried in college foot
Helen Hall, Tau Kappa; Doris
Grid Openings
his future.
or experienced debit'
condition is due to the work of ball, the Frosh team is eager, coura Spartans Preparing
FIGHTER
Marsh,
Mu
Zeta
Rho;
and
Roberta
Ralph "Doc" Francis and "The geous and able, as demonstrated in
Judging will 1< 4, •
Demon, Alpha Theta. Some of the
Three Stooges" from last year's var recent scrimmages against the var Stockton Invasion
National interest in football has
of the faculty i
.
GROUNDHOG
—sity—Joey Olaeta, Rog Baer and sity. There are a few outstanding
managers are as follows: lennis,
never been keener and attendance at
technique. Al - ,. :.
Johnny Cechini.
SAN JOSE, Friday, Sept. 24
men such as Pappas, Ivey and Meyers
collegiate contests this fall should
Ellina Jacobs; Hockey, Doris Marsh,
all decisions is i! ;
That's what they call DOUG
Francis' fine work as Stagg's right in the line, and Halbert, Vieira and After lambasting Pat Page's College who wishes to say that before long
I reach the highest mark since the
national subji
(right).
The sturdy
of Idaho pigskinners last Monday there will be the Hockey games, so SILVA
hand man is old stuff, but the jobs McElroy in the backfield.
boom times of 1929.
With such
the deThe national l'i
that the newcomers are turning in in
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